The David Romprey Oregon Warmline is a Peer-Run Program of Community Counseling Solutions (CCS). CCS is a mission-driven nonprofit which provides progressive, dynamic and diverse supports to improve the health of the community. CCS is a 501c3 and can accept charitable donations. To make a contribution to the Oregon Warmline, please visit our agency website: [www.communitycounselingsolutions.org](http://www.communitycounselingsolutions.org)

Our experienced team can assist in the development of new Peer-Run Warmlines and peer support programs! Call our Program Manager, Sharon Kuehn, at 510-593-4966 for more information.

David Romprey Oregon Warmline
Community Counseling Solutions
PO Box 469
Heppner, OR 97836

Warmline Business office: 1-541-969-0534

Warmline for Peer Support: 1-800-698-2392

1-800-698-2392
We're here for you!
Intentional Peer Support (IPS) provides a powerful framework for creating relationships where both people learn and grow together. IPS is used across the world in community, peer support, and human services settings, and is a tool for community development that honors each person's strengths and innate value.

Whoever you are and whatever you may be going through, you are welcome on the Warmline! Our caring team of trained peers offers nonjudgmental and confidential peer support every day. No appointments needed!

We are here for you!

Our goal is to connect with you, to listen, and to discover together how we can make sense of our experiences. We understand that everyone has a unique worldview. People can see more possibilities for ourselves when we connect with a compassionate peer.

Our Warmline Team are people who have experienced life challenges - including moods, voices, visions, trauma, and addictions. We know what it is like to feel big feelings or to find ourselves in moments when there seems to be little to hope for.

No need to go through this alone...

Give us a call!

We're here for you!

David Romprey
Oregon Warmline
1-800-698-2392

Our lines are open every day, 9am to 11pm PST